
[628. February I. LD HALKERTON against KADIE.

AN offer to prove against the suit of deforcement, that the goods pertained
to another, without that person's offer to make faith at the time of the poind-
mg, was not sustained as relevait to purge the deforcement.-The like found
-as to another'exceptiol, vii. that the master and his servaints had stoppedthe
poinding of the tenant's corn for the tenant's own debts, in regard, the master's
rent was resting, this not having been proppned at the poinding; which if it
Lad, the poinder might perhaps have offered security to the master for the rent.

Fol. Dic. v. 2. p. 93. Durie.

*** This case is No 3- P. 3426.; voce DEFORGEMENT.

1628. February 23. L. GAcrE affaist GUTHRIE.

IN a suspension betwixt, L. Gagie and Guthrie, the suspender suspending upon
a poinding for a part of the sums charged for, and alleging further, that the
goods poinded were7 worth greater sums of money than they-were apprised for,
and were set down in the poioding; likeas before the poinding, the party from
whom the same were poinded offered to the party at whose instance they were
poinded greater sums of money for the same than the said prices whereto they
were apprised, upon the whith particular sum offered he was special, and the
charger opponing his poindikt'g thereto, in the which the prices were estimated
by the apprisers; against which no contrary probation could be received; the
LORDS not the less of the said poinding and prices therein apprised, found the
offer of a greater price really offkred to the party poinder, and made upon the
ground, albeit before the act'of the comprising and estimation of the prices by
the apprisers, to be relevant, to be proven by the oath of the party poinder,
notwitlhstanding of the poinding containing less prices.

Act. Nicoln. Alt. I- . Clerk, Hay.

Fal. Dic. v. 2. p. 95. Durie, P. 356*

** Auchinleck reports-this case

A MESSEN ER poinds certain goods and gear. The party owner of the gear
ofters to the party poinder before the gear be taken to the market-,cross, a cer.
tain price. The offer is refused; and thereafter the goods are comprised for a
less sum than was offered. The party poinder alleged, That the gear should be
allowed for as much as 'Was offered for it. The defender allege, That he could
not accept the offer before the poinding. THE LORDS found the offer was suffi-
ient, qsocunique tempore, either before or after the poinding.

Auchinleck, MS. p 159--
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